
PHYSICS 160: Stellar StrutureInstrutor: Dr. A. M. Wolfe (phone: 47435)Homework no. 2Due: Thurs. Nov. 81 In lass we found an expression for pressure given byP = 13n < vp >where n is partile density, < vp > is the average dot produt of veloity and momentum. In thease of isotropi radiation we found that < vp >=< E > where < E > is the average photon energy.(a) Repeat the alulation for non-relativisti partiles of mass m. Express P in terms of averageenergy density U = n < E >.(b) Assuming a Maxwellian speed distribution given byf(v) = ( m2�kT )3=2exp(�mv2=2kT )4�v2�nd expressions for U and P as funtions of n and T .Hint: R10 x4exp(�x2)dx = 3p�82 To explain the phenomenon of limb darkening we showed that at eah polar angle � we observephotons that propagate from a surfae de�ned by a �xed optial depth. This surfae is de�ned to beone mean-free-path l� below the outer solar radius R� along the line of sight. Thus, at the middleposition of the star where �=�/2, the radial distane from the enter of the star to this surfae is givenby d(�=2)=R� � l�.(a) Compute an expression for d as a funtion of � (Hint: assume l� << R�).(b) Suppose the temperature of the photosphere at radius R > d(�=2) delines with radius asT (R) = Teexp"� �R� d(�=2)�H #;where the sale-height H=l� and Te is the e�etive temperature. Use the expression omputed in (a)to ompare T at the middle position (� = �=2) to T at the limb (�=0).() Use the result in (b) to ompare the blak body intensities at the two positions.3 Estimate an order-of-magnitude expression for the luminosity of a star as follows:(a) In lass we worked out the time it takes for randomly walking photons to esape (or di�use)from a star. We also worked out an expression for the energy density of radiation.(b) Argue that the luminosity of star is given byL� = (volume) � (radiation energy per unit volume)(esape time)L = (4�R�)(aT 4)(3��n)where �� is the photon sattering ross-setion at frequeny � and n is density.() Compare your result with the expression derived in lass for L�


